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MHP/Team SI

◉ Full-service, data-driven marketing agency 
with 140+ teammates 

◉ 50 years of experience building brands, 
increasing public awareness and engaging 
audiences for 800+ clients

◉ Offices in Little Rock and Bentonville 
(Arkansas), Florida and remote workers 
throughout the U.S.

◉ 3 x PRSA Silver Anvil Winner | 3 x PRSA Silver 
Anvil Award of Excellence Winner

◉ PRSA members for 20+ years

Who We Are



MHP/Team SI

◉ We are a TraDigital agency that blends traditional marketing with digital expertise. 

◉ We believe in the power of third-party data + years of experience to determine the 

best marketing channels and influencer partnerships for our clients. 

◉ What sets us apart from other agencies is our ability to negotiate and leverage true 

partnerships. 

◉ We apply old school PR philosophies of earned media to our paid influencer 

campaigns, which means that we go the extra mile to ensure our clients are getting 

the most bang for their buck. 

Our Philosophy



MHP/Team SI
Diverse Client Base



Key Takeaways



Agenda

Influencer marketing and its ever-evolving landscape 
is top-of-mind for all communications professionals. 
In this session, we will walk through:

✔ Definitions and Data: Creator Marketing, Affiliate 
Marketing, NIL Agreements

✔ PR Applications
✔ Best Practices 

✒ Case Studies: Creators, NIL, Affiliate

To an open-minded, research-based PR professional, 
each offer unique solutions and opportunities for 
campaign success.



Definitions and Distinctions



Definitions and Distinctions



Definitions and Distinctions

◉ Creator/Influencer Marketing

◉ Affiliate Marketing

◉ NIL Agreements



Creator/Influencer Marketing



Definitions and Distinctions

Creator/Influencer Marketing
◉ Influencer marketing is a type of social 

media marketing that involves 
endorsements and product placements 
from influencers, typically with a large or 
highly-engaged audience on social media. 

◉ Influencer marketing is a hybrid of old and 
new marketing tools. It takes the idea of 
celebrity endorsement and places it into a 
modern-day content-driven marketing 
campaign. 

◉ The results of the campaign are 
collaborations between brands and 
influencers.

An average of 40% of marketing dollars 
are going to influencer marketing.



Definitions and Distinctions

Creator/Influencer 
Marketing

◉ 2021 Nielsen Report: 
71% of consumers 
trust advertising 
opinions/product 
placements from 
influencers.



Definitions and Distinctions



Definitions and Distinctions

Creator/Influencer Marketing

◉ In 2021, Instagram (Meta) announced 
built-in affiliate shops for creators. 

◉ Why it matters: Affiliate links, while popular 
among influencers, weren’t a major revenue 
driver—but this feature has made an impact. 

◉ Nearly half (45.1%) of full-time influencers in 
2020 said they were using affiliate 
marketing, but only 10.1% said it was the 
biggest driver of their revenues. That 
number has vastly increased since 2020. 

https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/246706/how-full-time-vs-part-time-us-influencers-generate-revenue-sep-2020-of-respondents


Affiliate Marketing



Definitions and Distinctions

Affiliate Marketing: publishers 
are monetizing through 
ecommerce with affiliate 
commerce partnerships with 
brands and merchants. 

◉ But new use cases and 
content strategies are 
emerging, including those 
offered by social commerce 
and affiliate-driven online 
marketplaces.



Definitions and Distinctions

Affiliate Marketing

◉ Why is it on the rise? Thanks, COVID.
▹ Thanks to the pandemic, 2020 was a massive 

year for revenue growth in the affiliate marketing 
channel. Driving this growth were the surge in 
consumer e-commerce spending, rising 
numbers of online shoppers, and heightened 
marketer demand for outcome-based 
performance.

◉ How do you measure it?
▹ The affiliate channel is still primarily used as a 

performance marketing channel, largely 
dependent on last-click attribution and 
commission-based payment models.



Definitions and Distinctions



NIL



Definitions and Distinctions

NIL Agreements
◉ The NCAA ruled last June that 

athletes could be compensated for 
marketing agreements, lifting a 
decades-old prohibitions on NIL 
commercial activities and creating 
an demand.

◉ The Name, Image, and Likeness 
market for college players is on 
track to reach more than $500 
million in its first year, per 
Opendorse, an NIL endorsement 
marketplace.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/college-athlete-now-engage-brand-deals
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-03-18/ncaa-nil-deals-help-college-athletes-get-paid


Definitions and Distinctions

NIL Agreements

◉ The rules: The NCAA has very few 
when it comes to NIL, but 
state-to-state and 
college-by-college regulations 
are difficult to navigate. 

◉ Brands that haven’t looked at 
the NCAA talent market could be 
missing out—now appears to be 
the perfect time to explore this 
new segment of potential talent.

https://www.sixstarpro.com/press-release/first-brand-to-launch-ad-campaign-around-student-athlete-name-image-likeness-regulations-in-college-sports/


Our Approach: NIL marketing is not the same as influencer 

marketing. Consider how social media creators do this as a full time 

job. These college athletes are already committed to their 

academics and athletics, which mean they are extraordinarily busy. 

It’s also vital to remember that they are young and their lives 

change rapidly based on their current schedule.

With this in mind, approach NIL agreements with the perspective 

that it is truly a celebrity spokesperson/endorsement. With your 

audience, and goals in mind, research and identify college athletes 

that align with your brand and have fans that reflect your audience. 

NIL Strategy 
Finding the Right Spokesperson to Tell YOUR Story



Emerging PR Opportunities

So how is this PR? 
✔ Influencer Relations - Another medium for earned 

opportunities. 

✒ Forge relationships + create brand advocates

✔ Affiliate Marketing - Tool to leverage D2C and B2C stories 
with online editors/writers. Primarily w/ national 
publications, but could eventually make its way to the local 
level. 

✒ Way to leverage influencers w/o additional monetary 
investment

✔ NIL - In order to truly leverage full ROI of NIL, PR must be in 
the strategy mix. Approach from earned/brand advocate 
angle and move into a paid, creative campaign.



Best Practices



Find an Influencer Technology Tool: 

✔ Select influencers based on specific criteria, such as 
geography, demographics, engagement rates, 
interests of both the influencer and their followers 
and more. 

✔ Access a brand safety tool to make sure only 
influencers with appropriate content move forward.

✔ Give clients ability to see agency rationale and 
provide feedback in the influencer selection 
process to collaborate on which influencer make 
the final cut. 

✔ Generate intuitive and live campaign reports to 
measure success in real time.

Creator/Influencer Strategy 
Leverage Technology to Streamline Campaigns



Rules to Live by: 

💪 Develop influencer agreements and creative briefs to ensure all 

influencers are well-versed in your brand.

👥 Authenticity is what moves the needle. Don’t just create brand 

influencers, create brand evangelists. Ask the influencer what works. 

🧕🤎       Diversity and inclusion is crucial to your overall influencer 

mix. 

🙌 👍 Engagement is king, impressions and views are more vanity 

metrics.

Creator/Influencer Execution 
Creating Authentic & Engaging Content



Creator/Influencer Execution 



Execution: Influencer contracts should guarantee rights for your 

brand to use content for owned posts and graphics. 

User-generated content is important for retargeting and 

marketing efforts. 

✔ Contracts should feature exclusivity agreements for an 

agreed upon time period to ensure that influencers will not 

be able to promote competitor retailers and brands.

✔ Content should focus on a brand’s key messaging to create 

accurate, brand-aligned content. 

✔ Provide unique UTM links and/or special discount codes to 

each influencer to measure website traffic, benchmarks for 

in-store purchases and campaign success. 

Creator/Influencer Execution  



Execution: NIL partnerships rely heavily on a strong creative 

identity. Design a campaign that matches both your brand’s 

and the athlete’s personality to ensure authentic, engaging 

content is created throughout the campaign.

When executed properly, we’ve seen that a NIL partnership is 

an excellent opportunity for brands to tap into a passionate 

fan base to market products and raise brand awareness. 

NIL Agreement Execution  

🏆 Formula for Success = Influencer + Celebrity Endorsement + PR + Creative + Paid TraDigital 



Execution: Contracts are a critical part of success for NIL agreements. 

Most athletes have agents or managers that will help with 

communication and legal requirements for a partnership. Your legal 

team will also be highly involved as well to ensure seamless and 

secure partnerships. 

✔ Contracts will guarantee rights for your brand to use content for 

owned posts and graphics. User-generated content is 

important for retargeting and marketing efforts. 

✔ Content should focus on the key messaging to create accurate, 

brand-aligned content. 

✔ Provide unique UTM links for the athlete’s content to measure 

website traffic, benchmarks for purchases and campaign success. 

NIL Agreement Execution  



Case Studies



Case Studies: 



CASE STUDY: Flyway Migration Celebration
Overview
● Flyway Brewing is a ten-barrel microbrewery located 

in the heart of North Little Rock, Arkansas. Its beer is 
distributed at various restaurants and liquor stores 
across Arkansas and Oklahoma. 

● The brewery engaged MHP/Team SI to help promote 
its new inaugural Flying Duck Migration Celebration, 
which was created in partnership with Rich-in-Tone 
Calls (RNT Calls) and the Flying Duck Taproom. 

● This promotion focused on a collaborative specialty 
beer called Flying Duck, an amber lager created as the 
perfect beer for duck season. 

Target Audience
● Duck hunters
● Craft beer enthusiasts
● Outdoorsmen and women
● Those interested in Yeti, Sitka, duck hunting gear 

and/or country music
● Employees at participating liquor stores

Geography
● Arkansas 
● Oklahoma

Campaign
● Earned Media
● Influencer Outreach
● Event Activations
● Facebook Click-to-Web

KPIs
● Earned media impressions
● Digital media impressions
● Digital clicks
● Sweepstakes entries
● Flying Duck sales



CASE STUDY: Flyway Migration Celebration



CASE STUDY: Migration Celebration
Influencer Outreach

● The agency secured 2 influencers in Arkansas and 3 in Oklahoma who posted a 

total of 15 times. 

● Not only were these posts successful in generating 21.1% of the campaign’s 

total conversions, which totaled 19,052 entries, but they were also relevant to 

the users they reached (increasing their effectiveness). 

● The campaign well exceeded average metrics of influencer-related content by 

generating 3,347 engagements and maintaining an overall engagement rate 

of 3.87% on Instagram (exceeding the platform’s average of 1.22%) and an 

engagement rate of 0.18% on Facebook, meeting the platform average.



    NIL Case Study 

◉ Overview: Form an NIL 
partnership with starting college 
basketball guard Au’Diese Toney 
🏀🐷

◉ Timeline: Initial announcement- 
Jan. 13; video launch Feb. 4 running 
through the end of basketball 
season (March)

◉ Campaign Goal: Raise brand 
awareness and create buzz

Partnership with College Basketball Player Au’Diese Toney



    NIL Case Study 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1BG21imquLU1xPT7LsMK757-X6HDRQt-5/preview


    NIL Case Study 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Qo01iVcY5GxsAzot7IJE3CbMMCQDp8L4/preview


    NIL Case Study 
Partnership with College Basketball Player Au’Diese Toney

◉ Implementation
▹ 1. Coordinate a series of organic social 

posts from Au’Diese’s social media 
platforms, including static posts and 
unique videos. 

▹ 2. Utilize the brands channels for organic 
and paid content

◉ Total Campaign Results: 
▹ Organic Engagement: 57,171 
▹ Paid Impressions: 848,703
▹ Link Clicks: 8,700
▹ 8% Click Thru Rate
▹ 8 earned media placements



Recap



Recap

✔ PR is evolving to rely heavily on emerging 

trends, like influencer marketing, NIL and 

Affiliate Marketing.

✔ PR deserves a prominent seat at the table for 

all of these emerging disciplines.

✔ PR pros should lean into these strategies to 

deploy messaging via brand advocates and 

reach audiences where they are: online and on 

social media.



○ Q&A

○ Contact us at:

■ KNicholson@mhpteamsi.com

■ MHill@mhpteamsi.com

QUESTIONS 

Learn more and download this 
deck at MHPTeamSI.com.



Thank You



Awareness
When a person discovers 
your company, product or 
service.

Impressions, Impr. Share, Reach, 
CPM, Video Views, Average 
Position

Influencer Relations

Doppio® Display

Retargeting

Social Media
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The Inbound MethodOur Philosophy



The Inbound Method
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Organic Content Reach, Newsfeed Ads, DoppioⓇ Display Ads, 
Earned Media 
Goal: Earn impressions, build retargeting lists, earn website visits, earn social media 
follows

Organic Content Engagement, Earned Media, Newsfeed Ads, 
DoppioⓇ Display Ads, Retargeting
Goal: Earn engagement, improve website behavior, earn impressions on tailored, 
retargeted content 

Organic Actions, Lead Generation Ads, Retargeting, Social 
Comparison Tool Ads
Goal: Increased time on site, increased engagements and conversions

Website Actions, Lead Generation Ads, Social Comparison Tool 
Ads, Lead Nurture
Goal: Increased website conversions, Increased phone calls, Increased form fills

Our Philosophy


